WESTWIND KINDERGARTEN
THE NURSERY WING OF BAL BHAWAN SCHOOL

A fabulous new start at
Westwind Kindergarten
Westwind Kindergarten reopened on 20th
June'22 after the summer break. The
beautiful day began with new hopes and
aspirations.
Our beloved kids entered the premises
beaming with enthusiasm and joy. The day
witnessed a vibrant and energetic start of
the New Academic Session 2022-23.
Students enjoyed variety of fun filled
activities which were planned to make their
first day after the summer break memorable.
A fresh academic session started with great
energy and zeal.

STORY TIME

STORY TELLING OFFERS THE
OPPORTUNITY TO TALK, LEARN AND
EXPLORE

The story THE THIRSTY CROW is one of the most
loveable story which was narrated to the little ones of
LKG. The tiny tots enjoyed seeing the story being
narrated using hand puppets and cut-outs while
listening to the story and also enacted the story by
using them.
It was indeed a fun-filled session as all the children enjoyed a lot.

Ant Number Trap Game
Kids love to learn, especially when they can
have fun while doing it!
Little munchkins of LKG recapitulated the number
concept while playing the Ant Number Trap Game. They
enhanced their counting and one to one correspondence
skills while trapping the correct number of ants using
number cups .All the students learned collaboration and
teamwork and had a joyous time with their friends too.

CVC Words Activity
Let's Build Word Family Flowers
Teaching and Learning CVC words introduces students
to the concept that words have a beginning, middle
and ending sounds that together create a word. To
make them understand about the CVC word families, a
joyful activity was conducted for the students of
UKG wherein they created CVC word families using
colourful flowers. This activity was a great way to
teach and to reinforce the CVC word families to the
children.

Talk Show Activity
“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I
may remember, involve me and I learn”.
To develop oratory and cognitive skills in
students and to foster their new thoughts and
imagination we at Westwind Kindergarten
organised Talk Show Activity: All about Animals
on Saturday 23rd July'22.
The Theme was My Favourite Animal. Rising
Stars of UKG participated in this activity and
spoke few sentences on their favourite animal
enthusiastically which helped them to build their
self-confidence and self-esteem.

Letter Fun Activity
Sorting objects together is an important
cognitive skill. Learning the letter sound first
and then the letter name are important for
reading and writing development.
LETTER FUN
Children of Nursery did the sorting of letters and
objects and they enjoyed the activity.
Children were keen to learn the alphabets along with
their phonic sounds and they really enjoyed it.

Healthy Food Activity
HEALTH IS WEALTH
Healthy food habits are inculcated in children by
their parents early on. These habits along with
the right education and physical exercise lead to
an overall development of an individual. To fully
understand the prominence of healthy food in
our diet, we must also be aware of unhealthy
food, that is, the food that we must avoid
eating.
So our Nursery students did healthy and junk
food activity whereby they understood about the
importance of eating healthy food, in a fun way.

Tiger Day

THE GREATNESS OF A NATION AND ITS MORAL
PROGRESS CAN BE JUDGED BY THE WAY
ANIMALS ARE TREATED.
International Tiger's Day was celebrated at
Westwind Kindergarten on Friday, 29th July
2022.
A Special Assembly was conducted for the
children to make them aware about the Tigers
and their importance.
The teachers shared the significance of this
special day and gave information about Tigers
through a Role Play. Some children were dressed
up like tigers and spoke a few lines about it.

My Family
“Family gives you the roots to stand tall and strong.”
Teaching about 'My Family' introduces students to
the importance of our family in our lives . Family is
the compass that guides us. They are the
inspiration to reach great heights.To make our
children of Westwind Kindergarten understand
about the family ,a joyful activity was conducted
for the students of LKG wherein, they drew
pictures f their family members on worksheet and
coloured them.

Parent Orientation
Day

“At the end of the day, the most overwhelming key
to a child’s success is the positive involvement of
the parents.”
In the light of above wonderfully quipped quote,
Parents’ Orientation Programme was organized for
the Parents of Westwind Kindergarten on 30th July
2022.
The teachers addressed the parents and guided them
for bringing about the best learning possible!
By the end of the Programme, the parents
experienced and how their child experiences learning
through practical approach and makes real life
connections.

Blue Day

"Let your smile be your umbrella and you will end
up with a face full of rain."
Dazzling buds of Westwind Kindergarten
welcomed the monsoon season happily and
celebrated Blue Day and Rainy Day. The ambience
took a captivating and eye-catching look.
Students looked attractive and beautiful in their
Blue attires.
Blue Day Celebration was full of Fun N Frolic
Activities

